Abstract: Kurchatovite and clinokurchatovite, both of ideal composition CaMgB 2 O 5 , from the type localities (Solongo, Buryatia, Russia, and Sayak-IV, Kazakhstan, respectively) have been studied using electron microprobe and single-crystal X-ray diffraction methods. The empirical formulae of the samples are Ca for kurchatovite and clinokurchatovite, respectively. The crystal structures of the two minerals are similar and based upon two-dimensional blocks arranged parallel to the c axis in kurchatovite and parallel to the a axis in clinokurchatovite. The blocks are built up from diborate B 2 O 5 groups, and Ca 2+ and Mg 2+ cations in seven-and six-fold coordination, respectively. Detailed analysis of geometrical parameters of the adjacent blocks reveals that symmetrically different diborate groups have different degrees of conformation in terms of the δ angles between the planes of two BO 3 triangles sharing a common O atom, featuring two discrete sets of the δ values of ca. 55 • (B' blocks) and 34 • (B" blocks). The stacking of the blocks in clinokurchatovite can be presented as . . . (+B')(+B")(+B')(+B") . . . or [(+B')(+B")], whereas in kurchatovite it is more complex and corresponds to the sequence . .
Materials and Methods

Description of Samples
The samples examined in the present work originate from the collection of one of the authors (I.V.P.), #425 (kurchatovite) and #428 (clinokurchatovite). Both samples are from the type localities of these minerals and were received from the senior author of their first descriptions, Prof. Svetlana Vyacheslavovna Malinko (1927 Malinko ( -2002 . The clinokurchatovite sample is a part of the holotype specimen studied by Malinko and Pertsev [16] .
Sample #425 is a fragment of drillcore of a borehole from the Solongo deposit. Kurchatovite occurs as colorless to greyish equant grains up to 3 mm across. It is a major constituent of a massive borate-rich rock that also contains sakhaite, calcite and magnetite and is crosscut by vimsite veinlets.
Sample #428 is a fragment of drill core from a borehole in the Sayak-IV deposit. Clinokurchatovite forms colorless tabular grains up to 2 mm across associated with harkerite and minor magnetite in a massive skarn rock consisting mainly of calcite and andradite. 
Chemical Composition
The chemical compositions of kurchatovite and clinokurchatovite were studied using a JEOL JSM-6480LV (JEOL, Japan) scanning electron microscope equipped with an INCA-Wave 500 wavelength-dispersive spectrometer (Laboratory of Analytical Techniques of High Spatial Resolution, Deptartmentof Petrology, Moscow State University). The WDS mode was used, with an acceleration voltage of 20 kV and a beam current of 10 nA; electron beam was rastered to 5 µm × 5 µm area. The standards used were as follows: wollastonite (Ca), MgO (Mg), Mn (Mn), Fe (Fe), and BN (B). Contents of other elements with atomic numbers higher than carbon were below detection limits. Table 1 provides the summary of analytical results (the averages of eight-and six-point analyses for kurchatovite and clinokurchatovite, respectively). The resulting empirical formulae obtained in our study can be written as Ca 1 5 for clinokurchatovite, and both are in good agreement with the previous studies and the results of crystal-structure analysis. Table 1 . Chemical composition of kurchatovite from Solongo (#425) and clinokurchatovite from Sayak-IV (#428). 
Constituent
Single-Crystal X-ray Diffraction
The crystals of kurchatovite and clinokurchatovite selected for data collection were mounted on a Bruker «SMART APEX» X-ray diffractometer operated at 50 kV and 40 mA and equipped with the IµS microfocus source. More than a hemisphere of three-dimensional data was collected for each crystal using monochromatic MoKα X-radiation, with frame widths of 0.5 • , and with a 10 s count for each frame. The unit-cell parameters (Table 2) were refined using least-squares techniques. The intensity data were integrated and corrected for Lorentz, polarization, and background effects using the Bruker programs APEX and XPREP. An analytical multiscan absorption correction was performed using SADABS. The observed systematic absences were consistent with the space groups Pbca and P2 1 /c for kurchatovite and clinokurchatovite, respectively, in agreement with the previous report by Callegari et al. [17] . The refinements converged to R 1 = 0.0265 and 0.0287 based on 4240 and 2480 unique reflections for kurchatovite and clinokurchatovite, respectively. The SHELX program package was used for all structural calculations [19] . The final atomic coordinates and isotropic displacement parameters are given in Tables 3 and 4 and selected interatomic distances are in Tables 5 and 6 . 
Results
The crystal structures of kurchatovite and clinokurchatovite are shown in Figures 1a and 2a, respectively. Their basic structural features are the same as reported by Yakubovich et al. [7, 12, 13] , Simonov et al. [15] , and Callegari et al. [17] . According to the description first developed by Yakubovich et al. [7] , the crystal structures of the two minerals are similar and based upon two-dimensional blocks of the kind shown in Figure 3a .
The blocks are about 6 Å thick and are arranged perpendicular to the c axis in kurchatovite and parallel to (100) in clinokurchatovite. Callegari et al. [17] proposed different approach to the structure description by splitting the crystal structures into thinner blocks ('monoclinic modules') consisting of B 2 O 5 groups, BO 3 triangles, and Ca 2+ and Mg 2+ cations. In her detailed OD-analysis of kurchatovite and clinokurchatovite, Belokoneva [18] subdivided in the two structures two layers, MgBO 2.5 (L 1 ) and CaBO 2.5 (L 2 ), with local symmetries P(b)c2 1 and P (1) Despite their relevance and simplicity, the approaches developed by Callegari et al. [17] and Belokoneva [18] possess several disadvantages: (1) both approaches imply "splitting" of B 2 O 5 groups into single BO 3 triangles, which is theoretically feasible, but physically unrealistic; (2) Belokoneva's approach takes into account only the B1 and B2 sites, whereas, in clinokurchatovite, there are four B sites; (3) both approaches are unable to explain the absence of the "hypothetical protostructure" derived by Yakubovich et al. [7] , i.e., the monoclinic structure consisting of one block only, i.e., with a~6.2 Å if one uses the monoclinic setting of clinokurchatovite.
To develop a transparent and reliable method for the analysis of relationships between kurchatovite and clinokurchatovite, the two structures can first be analyzed in terms of the arrangements of the B 2 O 5 groups (Figures 1b and 2b ). sites; (3) both approaches are unable to explain the absence of the "hypothetical protostructure" derived by Yakubovich et al. [7] , i.e., the monoclinic structure consisting of one block only, i.e., with a ~ 6.2 Å if one uses the monoclinic setting of clinokurchatovite.
To develop a transparent and reliable method for the analysis of relationships between kurchatovite and clinokurchatovite, the two structures can first be analyzed in terms of the arrangements of the B2O5 groups (Figures 1b and 2b) . In turn, the two arrangements can be split into two-dimensional slices indicated by dashed lines in Figures 1b and 2b . The arrangement of the B2O5 groups in the plane of the slices (Figure 4a,c) clearly demonstrates the relations between the two structures in terms of the sequence of the groups along the direction of the layer stacking. The Ca 2+ and Mg 2+ cations lie in the plane of the slices, possessing five-and four-fold coordination, respectively (Figure 4b,d) . The dot-and-dash lines in Figure 4a ,c show the separation of the slices into 6 Å-blocks corresponding to "protostructure" by Yakubovich et al. [7] . The description of the two structures in terms of these blocks is physically realistic, since it does not imply hypothetical splitting of diborate groups into single BO3 triangles. Figure 4a ,c show the separation of the slices into 6 Å-blocks corresponding to "protostructure" by Yakubovich et al. [7] . The description of the two structures in terms of these blocks is physically realistic, since it does not imply hypothetical splitting of diborate groups into single BO 3 triangles. The proposed approach appears to support a polytypic relationship between kurchatovite and clinokurchatovite, since both are based upon the layers of the same kind stacked in different sequences. However, detailed analysis of geometrical parameters of the adjacent 6 Å-blocks reveals a more complicated situation. As mentioned above, the geometries of the B2O5 groups in the two structures are almost identical with the B-O bond lengths and valence angles varying over very narrow ranges. However, a closer investigation of symmetrically different diborate groups demonstrates that they have different degrees of conformation in terms of the δ angles between the planes of two BO3 triangles sharing a common O atom. The diagrams in Figure 5 show that the B2O5 groups belong The proposed approach appears to support a polytypic relationship between kurchatovite and clinokurchatovite, since both are based upon the layers of the same kind stacked in different sequences. However, detailed analysis of geometrical parameters of the adjacent 6 Å-blocks reveals a more complicated situation. As mentioned above, the geometries of the B2O5 groups in the two structures are almost identical with the B-O bond lengths and valence angles varying over very narrow ranges. However, a closer investigation of symmetrically different diborate groups demonstrates that they have different degrees of conformation in terms of the δ angles between the planes of two BO3 triangles sharing a common O atom. The diagrams in Figure 5 show that the B2O5 groups belong The proposed approach appears to support a polytypic relationship between kurchatovite and clinokurchatovite, since both are based upon the layers of the same kind stacked in different sequences. However, detailed analysis of geometrical parameters of the adjacent 6 Å-blocks reveals a more complicated situation. As mentioned above, the geometries of the B 2 O 5 groups in the two structures are almost identical with the B-O bond lengths and valence angles varying over very narrow ranges. However, a closer investigation of symmetrically different diborate groups demonstrates that they have different degrees of conformation in terms of the δ angles between the planes of two BO 3 triangles sharing a common O atom. The diagrams in Figure 5 show that the B 2 O 5 groups belong to two discrete types with the δ values of ca. 55 • and 34 • , respectively.
In both minerals, each 6 Å-block consists exclusively of diborate groups with the same δ value of either 55.5 ± 0.5 • or 33.7 ± 0.5 • . To make the distinction clear, we denote the 55 • block as B', and the 34 • block as B". Thus, taking into account the directions of the blocks along the c axis in clinokurchatovite and the b axis in kurchatovite symbolized as + or − (related by the 180 • rotation around the vertical axis), the stacking of the 6 Å-blocks in clinokurchatovite can be described as . . . (+B')(+B")(+B')(+B") . . . or [(+B')(+B")]. In contrast, the stacking in kurchatovite is more complex and corresponds to the sequence . . . (+B')(+B")(+B')(−B')(−B")(−B')(+B')(+B")(+B')(−B')(−B")(−B') . . . or [(+B')(+B")(+B')(−B')(−B")(−B')]. The B':B" ratios for clinokurchatovite and kurchatovite are 1:1 and 2:1, respectively. It is worthy to note that the proposed description of the two structures in terms of two different layers allows for the explanation of the absence of the "protostructure" by Yakubovich et al. [7] . In fact, clinokurchatovite is the simplest structure possible in this mineral group (see also below). to two discrete types with the δ values of ca. 55° and 34°, respectively. In both minerals, each 6 Å-block consists exclusively of diborate groups with the same δ value of either 55.5 ± 0.5° or 33.7 ± 0.5°. To make the distinction clear, we denote the 55° block as B', and the 34° block as B". Thus, taking into account the directions of the blocks along the c axis in clinokurchatovite and the b axis in kurchatovite symbolized as + or − (related by the 180° rotation around the vertical axis), the stacking of the 6 Å-blocks in clinokurchatovite can be described as … (+B')(+B")(+B')(+B")… or [(+B')(+B")].
In contrast, the stacking in kurchatovite is more complex and corresponds to the sequence …(+B')(+B")(+B')(−B')(−B")(−B')(+B')(+B")(+B')(−B')(−B")(−B')… or [(+B')(+B")(+B')(−B')(−B")(−B')]. The B':B" ratios for clinokurchatovite and kurchatovite are 1:1 and 2:1, respectively. It is worthy to note that the proposed description of the two structures in terms of two different layers allows for the explanation of the absence of the "protostructure" by Yakubovich et al. [7] . In fact, clinokurchatovite is the simplest structure possible in this mineral group (see also below). 
Discussion
According to Guinier et al. [21] , "…an element or compound is polytypic if it occurs in several different structural modifications, each of which may be regarded as built up by stacking layers of (nearly) identical structure and composition, and if the modifications differ only in their stacking sequence". This definition implies that the two structures belong to the same polytypic family if they: (1) contain nearly identical layers; (2) differ only in the stacking sequence. While the crystal structures of kurchatovite and clinokurchatovite conform to the first requirement, that is, they are built up from layers of the same kind, they do not conform to the second requirement, since the two structures cannot be obtained from one another simply by changing the stacking sequence. It is possible to obtain the crystal structure of kurchatovite from that of clinokurchatovite by the following sequence of operations: (a) splitting the structure of the latter into modules consisting of three 6 Å-blocks having the B':B" ratio of 2:1; (b) stacking the modules in such a way that the adjacent modules are in different orientations, which can also be described as a chemical twinning [22, 23] . According to the modular approach [22] , this procedure for obtaining kurchatovite from clinokurchatovite means that the crystal structure of clinokurchatovite may be considered a basic structure, whereas that of kurchatovite is a derivative structure. Thus, the two minerals are not polytypes of one another; instead their relationship is better understood in terms of modular polymorphism. Re-definition of the two mineral species is not warranted. It is noteworthy that the situation would be very different if the crystal structures of kurchatovite and clinokurchatovite were to have the same B':B" ratio. The veatchite polytypes [24] are an example of polytypism in which two types of layers are involved in borate minerals, but overall such polytypism is very rare.
The description in terms of the B':B" blocks raises the important question about the potential occurrence of other members of the family consisting of the same elements. Considering the sequences of blocks in the two structures, two empirical rules can be derived:
(i) the B" blocks are always surrounded by the B' blocks of the same directionality (i.e., of the same sign); 
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(i) the B" blocks are always surrounded by the B' blocks of the same directionality (i.e., of the same sign);
(ii) the B' blocks may occur in two combinations: either surrounded by two B" blocks of the same sign or by one B" block of the same sign and one B' block of the different sign. Thus, the following eight triplets are allowed that satisfy the (i) and (ii) conditions: I (+B')(+B")(+B') II (−B')(−B")(−B') III (+B")(+B')(+B") IV (−B")(−B')(−B") V (+B")(+B')(-B') VI (−B')(+B')(+B") VII (−B")(−B')(+B') VIII (+B')(−B')(−B")
The number of symbolic sequences that may contain these triplets is obviously infinite, and the sequences may be both periodic and aperiodic. We note that, to produce a sequence that satisfy the rules, two triplets should overlap in two symbols: two right symbols of the first (preceding) one and two left symbols of the second (following) one. Thus, all the triplets can be split into the following ten overlapping pairs (see an example in Figure 6a ):
I-III II-IV I-V II-VII III-I IV-II V-VIII VI-I VII-VI VIII-II
The relations between the triplets are illustrated in Figure 6b , which represents an analogue of de Brujin diagram for cellular automata [25] [26] [27] that was considered as a model of crystallization processes [28, 29] . The arrow lines in the diagram indicate the only possible sequence of triplets starting at the preceding triplet and ending at the following. Any realizable symbolic sequence is produced by the loop of arrows starting and ending at the same triplet.
Let us consider the possible symbolic sequences and their structural realizations in more detail: 1. The overlapping periodic sequences I↔III, III↔I, II↔IV and IV↔II (Figure 6c ) produce the structure of clinokurchatovite. This is the simplest structure possible in this group and contains two blocks within its identity period (e.g., [(+B')(+B")]).
2. Starting from triplet I and going to triplet V and so forth results in the following 6-membered sequence . . . →VI→[I→V→VIII→II→VII→VI]→I→ . . . (Figure 6d ), which corresponds exactly to the 6-membered sequence of blocks observed in the crystal structure of kurchatovite.
3. An infinite number of periodic and aperiodic sequences can be obtained by inserting into the 6-membered sequence of triplets given above any even subsequence from the sequences I↔III and II↔IV. For instance, the sequence [I→V→VIII→II→(IV→II)→VII→VI] is produced by the inserting of the (IV→II) element into the sequence [I→V→VIII→II→VII→VI] after the triplet II. However, all such derivative sequences are at least two blocks longer than the sequence producing kurchatovite. (ii) the B' blocks may occur in two combinations: either surrounded by two B" blocks of the same sign or by one B" block of the same sign and one B' block of the different sign. Thus, the following eight triplets are allowed that satisfy the (i) and (ii) conditions: I (+B')(+B")(+B') II (−B')(−B")(−B') III (+B")(+B')(+B") IV (−B")(−B')(−B") V (+B")(+B')(-B') VI (−B')(+B')(+B") VII (−B")(−B')(+B') VIII (+B')(−B')(−B")
2. Starting from triplet I and going to triplet V and so forth results in the following 6-membered sequence …→VI→[I→V→VIII→II→VII→VI]→I→… (Figure 6d ), which corresponds exactly to the 6-membered sequence of blocks observed in the crystal structure of kurchatovite.
3. An infinite number of periodic and aperiodic sequences can be obtained by inserting into the 6-membered sequence of triplets given above any even subsequence from the sequences I↔III and II↔IV. For instance, the sequence [I→V→VIII→II→(IV→II)→VII→VI] is produced by the inserting of the (IV→II) element into the sequence [I→V→VIII→II→VII→VI] after the triplet II. However, all such derivative sequences are at least two blocks longer than the sequence producing kurchatovite. Therefore, the following important conclusion is in order: given the rules (i) and (ii), the sequences of blocks observed in the crystal structures of clinokurchatovite and kurchatovite contain the minimal number of blocks per identity period. All other sequences are either aperiodic or contain at least two more blocks within their identity periods. It is remarkable that the natural structures are observed for the minimal possible periodic sequences only.
The information-theoretic analysis of structural complexity of the two minerals [23, 30] shows that clinokurchatovite (I G = 4.170 bits/atom and I G,total = 300.235 bits/cell) is structurally simpler than kurchatovite (I G = 4.755 bits/atom and I G,total = 1027.056 bits/cell). A greater complexity for the derivative structure is to be expected given the proposed modular relationship between the two structures and the fact that the sequence of blocks in kurchatovite is 6-membered, whereas that in clinokurchatovite is 2-membered. According to the complexity-based classification of minerals proposed by Krivovichev [30] , clinokurchatovite is intermediate, whereas kurchatovite is very complex. As it has been shown above, all other periodic structures in the "kurchatovite family" would contain at least 8-membered sequences of blocks and therefore would be even more structurally complex than kurchatovite.
Grew et al. [31] examined structural complexity of boron minerals in detail and reported the average Shannon information content per unit cell for this class of minerals as 340 bits/cell (i.e., close to the value found for clinokurchatovite). In fact, 46% of all boron minerals are intermediate in complexity (100 to 500 bits/cell), whereas only 3% are very complex (>1000 bits/cell). The reasons for the high structural complexity of kurchatovite can be inferred from the modular character of its structure, which is one of the most common mechanisms for the formation of complex crystal structures [30, 31] .
Conclusions
In conclusion, our study shows that kurchatovite and clinokurchatovite are not polytypes, but polymorphs and therefore re-consideration of their status as of separate mineral species is not warranted. However, the structures of the two minerals are closely related: the crystal structure of kurchatovite may be considered as a derivative of clinokurchatovite through the modular approach.
In fact, we have demonstrated that, considering common structural features of kurchatovite and clinokurchatovite, the whole family of periodic and aperiodic structures can be generated. However, the two minerals under consideration possess the simplest periodic structures possible for the family, whereas all other structures would be structurally more complex. This may explain the absence of other "kurchatovite"-like polymorphs of CaMgB 2 O 5 in nature: only simplest structures from the infinite array of possible configurations are realized. This might be viewed as a consequence of the maximum-entropy principle (since information-based structural complexity provides a negative contribution to configurational entropy [32] ) or as a result of the least-action principle, which was expressed by Pierre Loius Maupertouis as "nature is thrifty in all its actions" This study also demonstrates that diversity and complexity of mineral structures involve different and sometimes complicated structural combinatorics, from which combinatorics of polytypes is just a single and relatively simple branch. 
